Abstract. We consider the heat equation ut = «" in the quarter-plane x § 0, t ¡g 0 with initial condition u(x, 0) = f(x) and boundary condition au(0, t) + ux(0, t) = 0. We are concerned with the stability of difference approximations iy+l = Qvfn to this problem. Using the resolvent operator (Q -zl)_1, we give sufficient conditions for consistent, onestep explicit schemes to be stable in the maximum norm.
1. Introduction. We are considering the mixed problem for the heat equation in one dimension:
(la) ut = uxx, x = 0, 0 = t ^ T with the initial condition u(x,0) = fix) , x = 0 and boundary condition (lb) uYO, t) + ow(0, i) = 0 , 0 g t g T with a si constant. It is well known that this problem is well-posed in the maximum norm, i.e., there is a unique solution of (la), (lb) satisfying ||»(-, i)|L = sup \uix, 0| ^ K'iT)\\ui-, 0)|L 0¿x for 0 g t ^ T.
We are concerned with the following finite-difference approximation to this problem: we introduce a mesh where Qc = ¿~Y-r ajE', Ev(/h, t) = v(uh + h, t), and the {a,} are constants (ap, a-r r^ 0). To specify v completely, we must give v(ph, nk) for p. = 0, -1, • • -, -r + 1. This we do as follows:
(2b) vißh, nk) = ]T o^ih)vijh, nk) , p = 0, -1, ■ ■ ■, -r + 1 . i=i Definition. The difference approximation (2a), (2b) is stable in the maximum norm if there exists a constant K independent of h such that for all 0 ^ t = nk S T, UK-, OIL = supKz,OI úk\\ví-,o)\\x. x=vh We will give sufficient conditions for the difference approximation to be stable, using a technique due to Kreiss which he applies to hyperbolic systems of first order in [4] . We also analyze these conditions for a special case, and give corresponding sufficient conditions for stability in the case of two boundaries, x = 0 and x = 1 (strip problem). 
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We assume c/(0) = p -¿11 jb^jiO) ^ 0 for all p, although this is only for convenience. Following the technique used in [2, pp. 515-521] , it is easy to show that the solution of (2a), (2b) converges to that of (la), (lb) as h -> 0 if consistency and stability hold.
(b) The symbol (Fourier transform) of Qc, Qd¡¡) = ¿~Y-rajeiii satisfies |QC(?)| = 1 -cl%2 for |£| í£ ir for some d > 0; i.e., Qc is a parabolic difference operator in the sense of Widlund [6] . This guarantees that the Cauchy problem is stable in the maximum norm. Because of (a), (b) is equivalent to assuming |QC(£)| < 1 for £ 5¿ 0.
(c) The coefficients {fr"y(Ä)} are C2Qi) for 0 -h = hö-het Qih) denote the operator (2a) complete with boundary condition (2b), so that (5) vivh,nk) = iQih))nfivh). (6) viuh, nk) = --. i zniQ -zl)~ldz /(WO .
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Here T is any path enclosing the spectrum of Q(h). Note that we are considering Qih) as an operator on lx for h > 0. To use (6), we must first examine the spectrum of Qih) in the neighborhood of the unit circle. Lemma 1. Suppose z belongs to sp (Qih)) and \z\ = l,z ^ 1. Then z is an eigenvalue of Qih), and for the matrix Biz, h) given below, det Biz, h) = 0.
Proof. First consider such an eigenvalue z of Qih) with eigenvector g £ lx. Then we must have
Thus g has the form g,= xWWZ Piiv)(rjiz)Y , \tj\SX where {r,¡ are the roots of/(t) = \YY-r etjTj = z and the p,iv) are polynomials in v of degree one less than the multiplicity of t,. Now, following Kreiss [4] , if Tjiz) = e*'f, ¿ ^ 0, then z = zZai> ,ij¡ = 1 -d£ < 1 , and Tjiz) = 1 means z = 1, so there are no roots of/(t) = z of modulus one for 1^1 ^ 1, s ^ 1-For \z\ very large, Rouché's theorem shows that there are r roots Tjiz) with [ Tj\ < 1, so, as the roots are continuous functions of z, there are exactly r such roots for all \z\ è 1, z 9e 1. We call these n, • • -, rr.
Thus the eigenvector g has r independent parameters {oj}xt and it must satisfy r homogeneous boundary conditions, giving the equations Biz,h)6 = 0 .
Thus z is an eigenvalue iff det Biz, h) = 0. For z such that the { t¡íz)} are distinct, we have pj(v) = o¡ and i Bijiz, h) = tj"1 -¿_a b-i+i,kTj .
k~.X Moreover, for z with a multiple root Tjiz), we must have/'(T3) = 0, which is independent of z, so there are at most r + p -1 points {z/} having multiple roots. Now we claim that if det Biz, h) t¿ 0, then (Q -zl)~l exists on la, i.e., z (£ sp iQih)). To see this, consider uiz) = iQ -zl)~ f = m(s) + wiz) where uiz) = (Qc -zl)~lf (J extended to (-oo , oo) with same norm), and wiz) is the correction required to fulfill the boundary conditions. From (b), we know uiz) exists for \z\ = 1, z ?¿ 1. Then wiz) must satisfy ( Y, ajEJ -z) For the stability theorem, we also require the principal part Q(0) of Qih), which is defined as the operator on lx obtained by taking &"j(0) for &"• in the operator. Then clearly a necessary condition for stability is that Q(0) have no eigenvalues z with \z\ > 1. Such a z would be an isolated point in the spectrum of Q(0) with finite multiplicity and so for small h there would be an eigenvalue z(h) of Qih) with zQi) -*■ z as h -> 0. Thus from (5), using the eigenfunction of zQi) as initial data, we could obtain an unbounded sequence ||y( •, T) ||M as h -> 0.
We also assume that the roots Ty(l) different from 1 are distinct; this is only for convenience in the proof-changes need only be made in the matrix Biz, h) as we shall see in the proof. To motivate condition (iii), notice that the consistency conditions (3) imply that there is a double root of/(r) = z at r = 1 for z = 1, and that these roots look like
for z close to 1. So if we define yiz) = Hz -1)/X)1/2 by a cut along the negative real axis from 1 to -oo (i.e., if z = 1 + reie, iz -l)1'2 = r1/2ei9/2, -tt < d ^ 3tt), we see that one root 7-1(2) is less than one in modulus and the other, Tr+i(z) is greater than one in modulus. Then, using the consistency conditions (4),
B.xiz, h) -ti" -¿ b,jihW = cJicth -y) + O (y2) , and the simplest way for (iii) to hold is for the rest of B to be nonsingular as z -* 1, i.e. &m<= (r.(l))"-¿MOW 1*0.
Moreover, this can be related to the "generalized eigenvector" condition used by Kreiss in [4] . At z = 1, we have a double root t = 1, so there are r + 1 parameters in the expression 5(1, 0)6 = 0 in Lemma 1 for an eigenvector of Q -I with r conditions to be met and the first column of B zero. Now, however, the new root 7>+i is v • (1)", so the eigenvector is not necessarily in lm and the (r + l)th column of B(l, 0) is precisely as given above: (c0'(0), • • -, c'_r+i(0))T. So the determinant condition given above, which is sufficient for stability, is equivalent to Q(0) not having any generalized eigenvectors at z = 1 (generalized in the sense of polynomial growth) except the necessary one, gv = constant, corresponding to the solution ó = (1, 0, •••,0) of Bö = 0. and we will show that this last term is uniformly bounded independent of h and v for all 0 -t = nk ^ T. Of course, we only need to show this for h small enough, since for h > ho, ||,(-,nfc)|L^||Q7ILá||Qir/M1l/IL.
We will bound vivh, nk; v0h) using (6) . For this, we need an explicit bound for uviz, vo) = iQ -zIY^iv, vo) for \z\ = 1, z * 1. As in the proof of Lemma 1, we write this as
where üv is the Cauchy solution and wv is the correction required to fulfill the boundary conditions. First consider B, (s, vo) . This satisfies = â(y, v0) ,
From the proof of Lemma 1, we see that, apart from the points {z/}, uv can be expressed as
where {tjÍz)} are the roots of/(r) = zZ-r etj-r' = z with |ry| < 1 for y ^ r and | tj\ > 1 for j > r. Solving for the unknowns gives a r v-vty+r-X üv = -¿Z TT * ,-:,
Note that as z -> z/ * 1 (|z/| = 1), where (say) r¿ = rk (t < k ■= r or r < i < k), even though c¿ -■» -c& -> »,we have where p(x) is a polynomial, p < pi < 1, and Kx is independent of h and v. Now consider w"(z, vo) for z G <Ss = {z:\z\ ^ 1, |z -1| -5}. As we showed earlier, we have n(z) -> 1~, Tr+i(z) -> 1+, and thus, since the other ry(z) are bounded away from one, we have for |z -1| :£ 5i, (9) üAz, vo) = g'W^-y)-
where gxiz) is analytic where the niz) sire, Mxiz) is bounded, and p2 < 1. Let us now examine the correction term w"(z, vo) for \z\ = 1, z 9e 1. From the proof of Lemma 1, we see that apart from the exceptional points {z/}, For an exceptional point z¡ where (say) t¡ = Tk, the same representation holds with Tk" replaced by the independent solution cry* in B and t". We can also express w, as follows: let s" be the solution of BTsf = x". Then w"(z, v0) = is", t).
Again first consider z G S¡. We know Biz, 0) is nonsingular for all |z| = 1, z * 1, continuous in h for h ^ ho, and continuous in z except at the {z/}. So if we take out small circles of radius e around each z{ G S¡ and call the remainder S/, we have H-B-1^; A)|jM ^ K2i&, e) for h = Ax(ô) and z G SY Moreover, near z/ where Tj = Tk, if we form B'iz, h) from 5(z, h) by subtracting column j from column /c and dividing column k by (t* -ry) and likewise for z", we have -B'fo h) -> Biz/, h) as z -» z/ and thus s"(z) -> s"(z/). Hence, for h = h2iô) and e small enough, we have WiB'iz, h))YU ^ K,iô, e) in Ss -<Sj'. So in all of £«, using (8) and the fact that t is bounded in S¡, we have (10) \wYz,vo)\ ^K3(5)(pi (5))1'-"1 for all z G Ss, where K$i8) is independent of h and v. Now examine w"(z, j»0) for z G Ss. Here we need that the other roots r,(l), j * 1, r + 1 are distinct; but if they are not, we merely work with B'iz, h) as before, and require that condition (iii) hold for B'iz, 0). We claim that 5(z, h) is nonsingular in the region Sh = {zxh2 ^ [z -1| ^ 5, |z| = 1} for 0 < h ^ h0 and some con- Using (8), (9), (10), (11), we see where Kx is independent of A, n, and v. Now we will estimate this integral by contour integration. Recall that </i(z), defined by (9), is analytic where the roots Tiiz) are analytic. Although (9) defines gfi(z) only for \z -1\ g 5, |z| = 1, it is actually a well-defined analytic function in all of |z -1| ^5 except for the cut along the negative real axis, since the niz) are well-defined analytic functions there. Here we assume 5 is so small that there are no exceptional points {z/¡ inside \z -1| ^ 5 except z = 1. Moreover, we assumed for convenience that the other roots r¿(l) different from 1 were distinct; if not, we can again modify the argument by taking definite branches of the multiple root.
In particular, we consider the paths T2:z = 1 + oea, 6x á \e\ = 2tt/3 with |z(0i)| = 1(0! = tt/2 + 0 (5)) T4:z = 1 -25(1 -cos rie'', -k/2, û <t> á */3 .
As a function of y = ((z -1)/X)1/2, the integrand is a single-valued analytic function inside and on the closed contour Ti + Tz -\-r4, with a simple pole at y = ha (which is inside the contour if a > 0). Thus On r4, the integral can be expressed as follows:
2ii\bf'2 ¡^ s g2iz) (1 -25(1 -cos «K^l -\±)
(1 -e-»)) e" 'dip
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since y -((2 -1)/X)1/2 = (5/X)l/2(l -e_i*) on this path. We can estimate this integral following John [3, p. 119] . Let 2(0) = 1 -25(1 -cos 0)e~¿* = e~n*\ defined by the principal value of the logarithm. Then /(</>) is analytic for \<p\ ^ tt/3 and for 0-^0, /(<*>) = -log 2 = 502 + 0(</>3). Then |e-'<*>| = exp [-5'02] for \<t>\ Ú tt/3, since for J0¡ g 0O (say), -(log (2|/02) = 5/2 and for <p0 ^ |</>| ^ tt/3, -(log ¡2¡)/tf>2 ^ 5" > 0, so we can take 5' = min (5", 5/2).
Using this, we have for any e > 0,
For \<p\ ^ e, (2(0))" = exp (-5n02 + 0(n<Y)), and
where 5/ = (5/X)1/2 and h' = W -5/X. Now take t = n~1/3 and m' = 5n + 52' m. Then, since m = qn,
f^^i-mYnO + oU) (nc) \n '
and thus ^£Li |/r4| ^ ^(5), independent of A, n, and v. Finally this, together with (12) and our previous estimates, gives £ \vivh,nk;voh)\ = K10(5)(l + XAV)" g Kxxec'T , which completes the proof of Theorem 1. Also note that if a si 0, we can take c' = 0, i.e., the solution is stable for all time T, for h small enough.
4. Stability for the 3-Point Scheme. For a general scheme with general boundary conditions, it may be difficult to check condition (ii) of Theorem 1. However, in special cases of practical significance, it is fairly easy. In particular, consider the well-known 3-point scheme: o_i = ax = X, a0 = 1 -2X, 0 < X < 1/2. We need a boundary condition of the form v(0, 0 = Sí bjQi)vijh, t). Let us consider ¿>y(A) = 6y(0)/(/(A), gih) = 1 + hg'iO) + • • -, and demand that the coefficients be chosen so that the boundary condition agrees with that for the differential equation to as high an order of accuracy as possible. We have, if u(c, t) is the solution to the differential equation, hgih)Bhui0, t) = uiO, t)gih) -¿^ t^Jl f where ck = ^ijkbji0). Consistency requires c0 = 1, Cx = -g'i0)/a, and we can equate to zero the coefficients of h' by taking <7(i)(0) = 0, c¿ = 0 for 2 ^ i ^ I. all eigenvalues of Q(0) are less than one in modulus, except for z = 1. Q.E.D. Similar results can be shown for special cases of higher-order approximations. For example, it is easy to show that there are no roots t of det S(z, 0) = 0 with | t| < 1 (and thus no eigenvalues z with |z| = 1, z * 1) for schemes with r = 2 and the simple consistent boundary conditions Z)+m(0, i) + aw(0, t) = 0, D+ui -h, t) = 0, where D+u(r, t) = (uix + h, t) -u(x, t))/h. S. The Strip Problem. The preceding analysis can be extended to give stability conditions for the mixed problem with two boundaries: Both problems can be thought of as combinations of right and left half-plane problems of the kind described in the first part of the paper. In fact we have Theorem 3. The finite-difference scheme (15) is stable in the maximum norm if the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for both the left and right half-plane problems.
Proof. As before, we can express the solution of (15) Clearly, for \z -1\ ^5, the matrix inverse exists for A small enough since Ex and E2 are very small, and indeed we have an estimate like (10) for (s" -f-w,). For \z -1\ i£ 5, the situation is more delicate as the first columns of all four matrices approach zero similarly. We can write ,.<*>-a-,>"(£f^).
Thus on the contour Tx used in the proof of Theorem 1, we had \y\ = c'h and thus on this path, |if»(z, A)| ^ Ke~~2c' < 1 for c' large enough (i = 1, 2). So the matrix inverse exists on such a contour, and in fact we have w, + s, = w"(l + g¡iz)) + s"(l + gYz)) + Mziz, vo) ,
where Msiz, vo) is again harmless, w, and s" are the corresponding solutions for the separate right and left half-plane problems, and ¡75(2), g$iz) sire meromorphic in y with isolated singularities at y = ha and y = =hß. Thus we can use the same technique of contour integration to bound 2~^*o \^("h, nk; voh)\, and indeed the same contour. We merely obtain a different residue at the isolated singularities, giving £ \vivh,nk;voh)\ = X-[(l + XAV)(1 + \h2ß2)]n ^ K'ec"T.
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Note also that if a -0 and ß = 0, the singularities are not inside the contour and thus the bound holds for all time T. As the referee mentioned, in this case the underlying differential equation satisfies a maximum principle.
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